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 Junior Infant Booklist 2023/2024 

The following books will be provided by the school free of charge; 

 

English: * Sounds Make Words Junior Infants 26 Letters (Green Cover) (Folens) 

CJ Fallon (Rainbow) Oral language response book, Jolly Phonics Programme, Jolly Phonics 

Workbook & Nursery Rhyme Workbooks. 

Maths: * Planet Maths Junior Infants Pack (Folens) 

Handwriting: *Just Handwriting Pre-Cursive  Junior Infants Pack (educate.ie) 

Copies: 2 project books 15 A. 

Religion: Grow in Love Senior Infants workbook-(2 year cycle,we will cover the Junior 

Infants programme next year) 

Busy Bee Book:* Rainy Days Junior Infants(Folens) 

 

Items to be purchased by parents; 

Pencils: 4  Groove Lyra natural grip pencils -blue (clearly named). 

             4 Glue sticks 43g LARGE (clearly named). 

         4 dry-erase white board markers (for mini white boards) (clearly named). 

             4 pots of playdoh-any colour (clearly named). 

             

             Colours -crayons or colouring pencils, twistables (clearly named). 

              No markers allowed.   

          Pencil case with rubber & child-friendly pencil sharpener. 

S.E.S.E:  *2 x Scrap books (Supreme A4 - 48 page)  

          Folders: 1 A4 plastic zip wallet folders (not button wallet) 

              1 A3 plastic zip wallet folder for art portfolio 

              2 A5 Button wallet folder (size of a copy for library book etc) 
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I would appreciate it if you could please label all items belonging to your child (makes it 

easier to find if lost!) 

On the first day of school put all books, copies and stationary into a plastic/paper bag and write 

your child's name on the bag please.   

 

I am really looking forward to welcoming your child to Junior Infants in September. I 

hope you have a safe and wonderful summer. 

Regards,  

Ms Evelyn O’ Reilly 

 

1 packet/tub of 26 magnetic lowercase alphabet letters-Not uppercase please-usually 

available in Mr Price or The Dungeon. 

 

Other Materials: 1 child friendly school bag-big enough to hold A4 workbooks. 

1 child friendly lunch box and re-usable, re-sealable plastic drink container. 

Velcro shoes please-no laces 

2 pairs of clean under-wear & spare clothes and socks to be placed in a separate bag 

(clearly named on the outside) in case there are any little accidents. This will be kept in 

your child’s drawer in the classroom. 
 


